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PAST

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic

laid bare susceptibilities in our healthcare system, halting

the routine provision of primary and preventative services,

taxing personal protective equipment supply chains, and

highlighting disparities in access to care. Responding to the

surge of acutely ill and potentially infectious patients

forced hospitals to triage and delay care, including surgical

cancer care. Although the significance of clinical delays to

cancer surgery will take years to fully appreciate, we

wanted to understand the individual experience of patients

whose surgeries were delayed. We interviewed patients

with early- and intermediate-stage breast and prostate

cancers, who received the unexpected news of surgery

cancellation in early May via phone calls in the midst of a

case surge in Boston, MA. We found that, while many

patients accepted these delays due to the unprecedented

nature of a global pandemic, cancer- and COVID-related

distress was prevalent.
1

Our patients placed significant trust

in their surgeons to guide them through these uncertain

times.

PRESENT

A year later, case numbers and deaths are declining, and

vaccination rates continue to rise. As we adjust to a ‘‘new

normal,’’ it is the ideal time to reflect on what changes to

healthcare may be permanent. Prior to the pandemic, uti-

lization of telehealth in cancer care was limited and

variable, with notable barriers including access to tech-

nology and inconsistent reimbursement.2 Significant strides

have been made to expand telehealth services, both through

improved access to technology and more consistent insur-

ance reimbursement.3,4 The pandemic has served as a real-

world trial of implementation of telehealth services, and

while success is not guaranteed, telehealth holds a clear

advantage when considering expanded access to care, both

in terms of geographic and social distance.

FUTURE

Both patients and physicians have expressed concern

regarding the use of telehealth for sensitive conversations,

such as a new cancer diagnosis or complex treatment

plan.1,5 The successful implementation of telehealth tai-

lored to cancer care mandates a new approach to teaching

and practicing empathetic communication and establishing

the patient–physician bond. There is still a need for best

practice recommendations regarding which perioperative

visits can be feasibly and successfully completed via tele-

health. Many communication tools, such as SPIKES

(setting, perception, invitation, knowledge, empathy/emo-

tion and strategy/summarize), have been adapted to address

specific telehealth needs, including minimizing distrac-

tions, addressing virtual privacy, and ensuring appropriate

technical setup.5

Next, surgeons should anticipate a higher prevalence of

distress for patients with a cancer diagnosis during this

time and evaluate for distress early and frequently. Distress

screening, through single or multi-item questionnaires,

needs to be adapted to a telehealth platform; options

include making questionnaires available via an electronic

health portal prior to the visit, or having a member of the
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healthcare team screen patients at each visit. A positive

screen for distress should trigger appropriate referrals for

social support (social work, support groups) in real time

and a communication hand-off from surgeon to such

services.

Finally, surgeons must be judicious in the use of tele-

health for vulnerable populations. Internet access is not

universal, nor is access to broadband services that make

telehealth possible.4 Older adults, as well as patients on

public insurance or living below the poverty line, are less

likely to regularly use the internet in general or telehealth

specifically.4,6 Changes in service lines to expand tele-

health must ensure equity in access to care for all patients,

particularly those whose access to care is already hindered.

CONCLUSION

The pandemic has challenged patients and physicians to

rapidly adapt to new care models. Telehealth has become

essential to ongoing cancer care, and by utilizing existing

communication tools and proactively addressing patient

distress, surgeons can continue to establish trusting rela-

tionships with their patients regardless of the distance.

However, the expanded use of telehealth must be structured

to accommodate the needs of all patients and preserve

equity of accessing care.
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